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AFFAIRS

European Political Co-operation
Report of Special Meeting of the Political Committee
Brussels, 4 May, 1982

,

1.
A special meeting of the Political Committee was
convened at short notice by the Presidency, at the request
of the UK, to discuss the Falkland Islands situation.
Ireland was represented by Mr. P. MacKernan, Political
Director, Mr. R. H. O'Toole, European Correspondent, and
Mr. K. Dowling, Embassy, Brussels.

2.
The Presidency opened the meeting and gave the floor
to the UK.
The UK (Bullard) said that he was grateful for the
opportunity to continue briefing Britain's Community
partners on developments in the crisis.
Since the Ten
last met, the most significant change had been in the
position of the US and the positive impact of that chanqe
in attitude in the political, economic and military sense
could not be understated.
As regards the Argentine
attitude there was every sign of confusion and competition
in the decision-making process in Buenos Aires.
The
confusion was made worse by the continuing pressure of
events and by the deliberate suppression of truth in order
to conceal from the population the military losses Argentina
had sustained.
BBC broadcasts beamed to Latin America
in Spanish had been jammed.
Some civilian elements were
in favour of the Haig proposals but the attitude of the
military remained very hard~
There was no readiness to
respond to the pressure from many sources to seek a compromise
and there was no evidence of any commitment to withdraw
~rgentine
forces from the islands.
All Argentine actions
v"ere consistent with a confused policy e.g. the diplomatic
double-talk of Argentine Foreign Minister Costa -Mendez
(Bullard described him as an "disinformati'o n expert"),
hesitant use of air and naval forces, reinforcement of
troops on the Falkland Islands and insistance on a predetermined outcome to negotiations.
As regards military
developments, partners would be well advised to rely on
statements by the Ministry of Defence in London for accurate
information and to pay little Or no regard to Argentine
sources.
3.
Bullard went on to refer to the slnking of the Argentine
cruiser (lithe General Belgrano") as a tragedy.
The ship
was torpedoed on Sunday and was reported as sinking 24 rours l~ter. The
UK greatly regretted the casualties and destruction invorved.
However, the UK had never concealed from its partners
from the beginning of the crisis that in despatching
the task force there was always a determination to use
legitimate force.
To have sent the task force without
such a willingness to use it would render it useless as a
means of pressure on Argentina.
In modern naval warfare
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the first shot was the decisive one.
Apart from the
various announcements by the UK of first,a maritime exclusion zone,
and later, a total exclusion zone, a warning had been
issued on 23 April which made it clear that
any approach by an Argentine naval vessel or
aircraft or auxilIary craft which could pose a threat
to the security of-the British fleet would encounter
the appropriate response.
The UK had reason to believe
that the cruiser was on a mission which could pose such a
threat and consequently it was torpedoed.
The sinking
of the cruiser did not alter the military strategy of
the UK which was to maintain carefully graduated pressure
on Argentina.
The UK hope is still to achieve a political
solution rather than a military victory.
4.
Bullard went on to outline the UK view of the developments
on the diplomatic front.
Security Council Resolution 502
remained the basis of the UK approach.
The reported
Argentine willingness to implement the Resolution had
turned out to be false as they wanted a diplomatic solution
on their terms before any withdrawal.
The UK thought
it more realistic to imagine a plan in three phases (i)
a cease-fire (ii) a withdrawal of forces (iii) interim
arrangements during which negotiations would be held to
secure a definitive solution of the problem.
Community
Ambassadors in London had already been briefed on the UK
willingness to approach the problem on this basis and to
respond to an initiative from any quarter.
The UK itself
could not make the proposal because anything it would
propose would be rejected by Argentina.
One purpose of
Pym's most recent visit to the US was to discuss with Haig
and the UN Secretary General various proposals to achieve
a political solution.
At a meeting between pym and the
UNSG in New York on 2 May, the Secregary General had
indicated that he was thinking of a joint appeal to Argentina
and Britain in which he would express his deep concern at the
conflict, emphasise the role of the UN, state the importance
of implementing Security Council Resolution 502 without
delay and request the two parties without prejudice to
their rights and claims to act as follows within specified
deadlines: (i)
to begin wiLhdrawal of the forces of both
sides (ii) to begin negotiations by an agreed date (iii) to
lift exclusion/war zones (iv) to lift ec~nomic sanctions
and (v) to aqree on interim arrangementsLadministration of
the territory pending cefinitive negotiqtions. Although the
UK had ruled out nothing, it did not seem that this proposal
would really solve the :orob:ern and it was likely that a
conmlunication along these lines would be sent in reply to
the Secretary General. As regar~s the possibility of a
Security Council meeting, the UK understanding was that no
delegation had made any formal proposal but France and Ireland
may have other information on this.
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5.
pym had also met with Haig in Washington.
Haig
had made clear that the US still considered it had a role to play
and that "he \Vas still in business". The US atti tude was probably
d ue to personal factors (o n the ? art of Haig who wished to
minimise the impact of failure of his mediation effort)
and to US concern for its long-term position in the
hemisphere.
Haig had expressed interest in the
Peruvian ideas which had been mentioned in some press
reports.
These weF€ consisted of seven points:( i)

a ceasefire;

(i i)

phased

( iii)

involvement of third parties in the
administration of the territory;

( iv)

acceptance by both parties that a dispute
on sovereignty exists i
,

withdrawal of forces of both sides;
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( v)

a willingness by both parties that the /
views and interests of the islanders would
be taken into account in a definitive
settlement;

(vi)

establishment of a contact group of other
states;

(vii)

a commitment to reach a definitive settlement
by a specific date, for example, April 1983.

1/

It was not clear to what extent these ideas were Peruvian
or US in origin (Bullard implied that Haig may have been
feeding some aspects of the results of his own efforts
into the Peruvian proposals) .
The UK view was that these
ideas were of interest and they could proyide some basis
f or an accommodation, although details would be very
important.
Composition
of the contact group, for
example, could not be exclusively Latin American or Western
European.
There appeared to be some Argentine interest
in the Peruvian ideas and t wo generals (Iglesias and Moiya?)
had visited Lima to obtain clarification.
6.
Bullard concluded saying that the British Cabinet
had met this morning an~ the Foreign Secretary would be
making a statement in the Hou se of Commons.
He mentioned
that pym may send another message soon to his colleagues
in the ~en and the UK thougrt that it Nould be useful
if the Political Commi~tee could be ready to Meet again
i~ ~his was appropriate.
Pe a3kec other delegations for
~he
·ie~s 0: ~heir govern~2 n ~s on the situation.
The
Preside .. cv tr..en oroceeded ~o a to~~-de-tab..Le to ascertain
positlo~s
ce~egations.

0=-
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Denmark said that its government had issued a
statement containinq the following elements:-

concern about escalation of the conflict;
stress necessity of finding a solution on the
basis of Security Council Resolution 502:
further escalation would have consequences which
would be difficult to ignore;
further loss of human life should be avoided;
appeal to Britain and Argentina to do their
utmost to reach a negotiated settlement.
Denmark hoped that the unity of the Ten could be maintained.
It hoped that the UK would exercise restraint;
otherwise
a number of Community governments would face problems and
the solidarity of the TeIltall apart.
The Ten should
emphasise the need for a peaceful negotiated settlement.

8.
Germapy said that the delegation had been instructed
to raise three questions:(i)

to what extent had the attack on the Argentine
cruiser been an accident or a deliberate
escalation of military pressure outside the
exclusion zone?

(ii)

what was the UK assessment of Pym's trips to
Washington and New York?

(iii)

what was the UK view on the various proposals
put forward?
What limits did Britain place on
the use of the military option?

So~e

of these questions had been answered in the UK
irtervention.
Germany shared the Danish concern.
Public
support was forthcoming so far for the position of the
Ten but there was increasing concern at the use of military
measures.
The search for a poli tical solution should be
pursued without interruption.
All possibilities should
be explored and perhaps the focus should now move towards
the UN.
9.
Greece said its position had not changed.
There was
strong support in Athens for a diplomatic solution and
all avenues should be explo:::-ed whether through the aus~ices of the C:~
o~ another
agenc~.
Greece attachedgrea~ importanc~ to maintenance
of Co~~nity solidarit '.
Public opinion was concerned
about the situation especia_ly when conflict led to loss
of life.
It ~·.'as important to stress the need for a diplomatic
SC_,-l~ ion recogr_ising that i t is ... ot for ~he GK to ~aKe
concessions .
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lr.
France said that the news of the torpedoing of
the Argentine cruiser and the serious loss of life had
heen received with some consternation. The situation
was now very serious due to an intransigent Argentine
attitude.
Public opinion and governments were increasingly
concerned.
The crisis had reached a critical point and
it could soon reach the pOint of no-return.
The French
Government thought that efforts to seek a negotiated
solution on the basis of Security Council Resolution 502
were more urgent than ever in order to avoid continuation
of war.
The Ten should encourage the UN Secretary General
to look into ways of bringing about a ceasefire, followed
by implementation of Security Council Resolution 502
and the launching of negotiations.
11.
Ireland thanked the UK for its account of the latest
developments and of the results of Mr. Pym's visit to
Washington and New York.
The Irish government had issued
two statements - one on Sunday, 2 May and the other on
4 May, which had been issued just before the present
meeting began.
The text~of both statements were read out
to the meeting.
The lIadequate framework"in the statement
of 2 May referred to Security Council Resolution 502.
The reference to concern at military escalation reflected
the judgement of the Irish government that such escalation
could feed a wider and more dangerous conflict and make
a negotiated solution more difficult to achieve.
As
regards the second statement, its reference to withdrawal
of the Community's economic sanctions reflected the changed
situation following the actual use of military measures.
The original decision to take sanctions in a spirit of
Community solidarity was based on the fact that there
was an equilibrium between the three elements of pressure on
Argentina - diplomatic, economic and strength.
It now
seemed that this equilibrium had been upset since the
emphasis in the British approach had shifted towards
the military option.
This shift in emphasis had led ~
the perception of public opinion and of other countries
that sanc~ions were seen as an extension of a military
ratner than a political/diplomatic solution.
12.
Ireland went on to refer to the present activity
at the U. .
_he Secretary General was waiting to
hear from both parties.
I~
Jas not clear yet how
effective a Security Counci_ neeting might be but such
a meeting cou_d, in the light of deve_opments and the
co~~ i.~ i!.g disc' ssions i:-: _e~; :ork, ai
to endorse a
ro:e =o~ the Secretary Gene!:"a .Tith a ::landate along the
_':'res ~tat .. a a::'ready bee:: :ne .. ioned.
L.
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13.
Italy joined with Germany in asking the UK to
clarify the limits of the military operations.
Italy
also wanted to know more about the chances of a settlement
on the basis of the Peruvian proposals in which Haig
seemed to have had an involvement.
The Italian government
thought that the latest military action (the sinking of
the Argentine cruiser) was a very serious escalation and
public opinion in Italy was most concerned.
Italy thought
it very important to maintain the unity of the Ten and
the government's position of solidarity with the UK
was firm in regard to Argentina's initial aggression.
It was necessary to avoid military measures and there had
to be a more evident willingness to negotiate than
had been up to now.
Italy wondered whether the latest
military action would reduce Argentine resistance to~a
realistic agreement.

14.
Luxembour~ said that, in the absence of the Prime
Minister and Foreign Minister on a visit to China, their
r~action at official level was of fear of the consequences
of military escalation.
They feared that the situation
could get worse and they favoured an initiative at the UN.
15.
The .Jetherlands said that its basic position remained
one of solidarity with the DK.
However, it was worried
about the military escalation, in particular, the attack
on the Argentine cruiser outside the exclusion zone.
Would
Argentine mainland targets (air-fields) be bombed?
The
Dutch Foreign ~inister felt that the action taken by
B~itain in si~king the cruiser was disproportionate to the
ai s to be achieved.
The . "T etherlands would like greater
e r:1p:.asis on a peaceful so2.ut~on by diplomaLic means.
:n
th is cO~rlection, the Dutch as:~ed if Br:'-=a'::"n's position on
~ego~iatio. s
las as had bee~ reported:
~hat Britain would
~egoL:'ate o~ __ a~ter a tota: ~rgenLine ~ithdra~a: fro~
-.:' ~e Fa:kland lsla::ds.
The Dutch hop€rl that this -,as not
'tr' e a. d ··.·c"ld ·;e_co. e clari::icatior. ~y t'.e British.
( _:"'. ::>rl -aLe co:--~ ersa-.:ion, -'.e JU-':C;: Po_il:.ical Direc-::or
ex_ ressed dis , a' and d":'sap pro-J al 0:: -.::;'a-.: he sa-,', ~'las a :ack of
pr ~or ,-0 .sl.:l-.:aLio:: ny =re:a.Jl :·-i -c.. its Co::,--"',u .. i ty partne~s
efore e:;:ba::-.~ ":' n g 0:1 U i 2.teral ini tiati -es J •
16.
Belgium said that its position was si ilar to others.
There :as concern at the military escalation and regret
at the loss of life.
They ~eared that the situation might
reach a pOint of no return.
A negotiated solution was
. 'ore inportant than ever on the bas is of U.. Secur i ty
Council Resolution 5027
The U. was an appropriate forum
~~ promote negotiations through the good offices
of the
Secretary General.
It was i~portant that the unity and
solidarity of the Ten should contir.ue and it should be
stressed that Argentina was the first to have had recourse
to the use of force.

./ ...
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Following the tour-de-table the UK intervened
reply to the points made in discussion-as follows:-

t~

(i)

the sinking of the Argentine cruiser was
neither an accident nor a deliberate military
escalation.
It was an action which was necessary
to protect the security of the British task
force and faced with the choice of a threat
to the lives of British sailors/soldiers the
task force commanders had clear instructions
to take such action;

(ii)

the UK concept of negotiation was based on
Security Council Resolution 502.
As pym
had explained to the UN Secretary General,
Britain was not closing the door to any
diplomatic/political initiative.
The UK
acknowledged that Argent~na had made a claim
to the islands.
It had welcomed the Peruvian
interest and hope to respond shortly.
The UK
was willing to consider a phased solution
consisting of (i) a ceasefire (ii) withdrawal
of forces by both sides (iii) negotiations on
definitive solution.
The problem was that
Argentina wanted a pre-determined outcome
to (iii) before it would consider (i) or (ii).
The UK could not agree to withdraw its forces
so as to participate in negotiations whose
outcome was al r eady prejudiced.
The UK gave
information on Pym's statement to the House
of Commons in which he had stressed the
British desire for a peaceful solution;

(iii)

as to the limits of the UK military operations,
it wo uld not b e appropriate to divulge
information on military operations.
However,
the purpose of t h e exclusion zone was to isolate
t h e Falkland I slands fro m the - mainland.
This
was being accomp lis h ed by the physical
p resence of t .. e t as k force and the bombing
Po rt S-canley a i rport.
The bornb i n g of
cai.la~d Arae ~tine n i l itary instal~at: o ~s
c:ea::-l_ di d~ '~ f : t i.to ~ha~ s~rate gf a_thouq .
B _l:a~ c -..;as not :. .. a p o s:'t':"o ::, to sa:- l-~ a::
i -;: "';0 _0 . t:. •. a ppe ...
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On economic sanctions by the Conununity,
the UK noted ~he Irish position.
The UK hoped that all of the Ten would
co~ .. sider carefully -the effect of any
state~en~s made and the likely
i~te~preta~ion of suc:
statements in
:~rqe!:t":" .. a.
~"t t. ~e
"'ery =-~as-:: t~e
~:. - ·. :o::_Q hope ::: a-:: -.0 ?ar~:,.er ·...o . . . ld
s'-...._ ?crt :.. .. a de:--o ... s-cra- i':"e ~..·a:· •

- .....

-
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-
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( ii)

Greece asked whether Ireland ~uld unilaterally
lift sanctions and what the modalities
would be £or decision-making in the Community.
~he Presidency hoped that Ireland would stay
with a COrnR.on Te~ line.
Denmark said that
the decision on sanctions was taken in the
political conteXt and a decision to lift them
~ould not just be a technical matter as it
would require a political evaluation. The
CO~~lssion said that although the nasic
political decision was taken in EPC, the
legal frame\~rk for the decision was provided
by the Co~~unity institutions. COREPER
~vould meet on Thursday.
The .·.iniste~s would
be meeting infernally over the weeke~d. And
t~ e absence of re::e--a_ the sanctions ~..;ould
_apse on 7 Maj.
:re and said that ~t T.1as
c_e2.r- ~ro ..

-

(i":'i)
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France referred to the Irish government:
stat:a~ent: of 4
~ay calling :or an ia~edia~e
meet.":' .. g oJ:: t:e Secur:'t:y COU:1c:, ___ 1:e
de:ega~io~ s-~essed that i~ curre~L
.:::'rcL..r.lstances -;,yhen .L:'le Sec!"'er.ary Genera . . .
appeare ~o be prepar i:-:g the gro .... ~.d :01:"
.. e; tia iO:1s f i +- co...:ld be da!"'.gerc.:.s :or a
~ee~":'~g 0: r.he Sec~r":'ty Cc~~c~: ~o ~e ~e:c.
~r~::ce .Gad
0 ~·:'sn :::or a : .... =-=- deba~e ":'n
-: e Sec ~=- ty ,-c-:::c=-=- a .. d :::eareci -::·.a::. :"t
o· :d g=-~e _=-se -0 a po:e~:"ca_ denatei::
.. ~.::.. ~ .. L~e ·-a!"':..o s par::":'es .. o· _d ~eco~e e er.
. _o..:e i .. ~ra::s igent a::d certa':'n t: :':::-d CQ"J:1 ~r :'es
(e .g. SSR) T.o··_d see- ~o bene=:"-::. '.:'his
co~1d ~a~e it di:ficu . . . t for the Sec:::-etary
Gene:::-a: to prepa!"'e the bas:'s ~or a cons~rucLi~e
sol~t:io~.
~=ance there:ore appea:ed La
Ire:and to cons:'der this aspect care:ully.
_re:and nOLed the French appea: a~d said that
,h':'le ..:.~ ~as d:'fficu:t to predict even~s
a-:: the U·, :'t seemed likely ~ha~ members of
the Security Council 10uld De conscious
0: the effor-s by the Secretary General and
the Securir.y Council migh~ be able to play
a useful ~ole b gi ving hi.m support for his
efforts. . . ... 11 other part"ies the:1 intervened to
stress the dangers involved in ccnvenirg
a 7TIeetir:g
::':le Securi ty Council -:"'i thout
proper prepara~ion. ~en~ark in addition
s ai.d t ... a t g':' "e!'! - he r ::"g~ t condi tio!": s a
se--=u
~o_e :::or - .. e Sec '~:'~_" Co:....r:c:'_ co =-d
TY

0=

_. -:: be r' :e"'::: 0 ' ~.
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20.
As regards the con=idential conclusions of the Political
Conwittee a short ser~es of draft conclusions ~ere agreed
containing the follo~~ng elements:expression of concern of the Ten a t the latest
military developments
negotiated solution On basis of Resolution 502
more urgent than ever
any initiative aimed at reaching such a solution
should be encouraged
the UN is an appropriate forum
such initiatives

to develop

21.
The meeting had a brief discussion on topics for
the informal weekend meeting of Foreign Ministers on
8/9 May.
The Presidency identified the following topics:
Genscher/Colombo Plan
Middle East - report by Tindemans on his
visit to the area
Falkland Islands problem
Transatlantic Consultations
East-\7es~

in Po=:'and )

Rela~ions

(including latest developments

